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Improved Wheeler Cap Method Based on an
Equivalent High-Order Circuit Model
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Abstract—The conventional Wheeler cap method usually pro-
duces accurate radiation efficiency of small antennas when the
antennas under test (AUTs) operate as a simple series or a parallel
RLC resonance circuit. However, this method often gives unreli-
able radiation efficiency if the AUT has a complicated operating
principle such as circular polarization (CP), multiple resonances,
or broad-band properties. In this paper, we propose an improved
Wheeler cap method based on the equivalent high-order circuit
model including transformers to provide accurate radiation effi-
ciency, although the AUT does not operate as a simple resonance
circuit. For building equivalent high-order circuit models, a
method for estimating the initial values of a genetic algorithm
(GA) is also proposed, which effectively reduces the searching
space and improves the convergence of the optimization. To verify
the proposed method, we measure the radiation efficiency of a CP
microstrip antenna, a UHF RFID tag antenna, and a triple-reso-
nance microstrip antenna.

Index Terms—Efficiency, equivalent circuit, heuristic optimiza-
tion, small antennas, Wheeler cap.

I. INTRODUCTION

A S various wireless services such as CDMA, GSM, Wi-Fi,
and WiMAX have been developed, demands for ex-

tremely small antennas that can be mounted on small and light
devices, have been growing. However, as antennas become
smaller, their radiation efficiency decreases rapidly. Further-
more, the lossy substrate can give additional decrement in their
radiation efficiency. The resulting poor radiation efficiency is
a primary factor contributing to the reduction of antenna gain,
although the antenna matches well with the feeding parts. Thus,
the estimation and the measurement of radiation efficiency are
critical in the design of small antennas.
In 1959, Wheeler reported a theory about the radiansphere,

which is a boundary of the far-field and near-field regions with a
distance of from a small antenna. The inside field of the
radiansphere is mainly involved in the loss power and stored en-
ergy, while the outside field is involved in the radiation power.
Wheeler’s theory is that the radiation power can be removed
from the antenna without disturbing the loss power and stored
energy when it is shielded by placing the conducting cap on
the radiansphere [1]. In [2], it was found that the size, shape,
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and conductivity of the conducting cap are not critical; that was
analytically proved by [3]. In the conventional Wheeler cap
method, radiation efficiency is obtained by comparing the input
resistances in free-space and in the cap, which is as follows:

(1)

where and are the input resistances with and
without the conducting cap, respectively. This assumes that the
AUT operates as a simple series RLC circuit in the operating
frequency range. It is also known that the comparison of the
input conductances is more appropriate than that of the input
resistances when the AUT operates as a parallel RLC circuit
[4], [5].
However, the conventional Wheeler cap method may not be

applicable for complicatedly operating antennas since their loss
mechanisms cannot be modeled as either a series or a parallel
RLC circuit [4]. Several methods have been proposed to solve
this problem. In order to consider the AUT as a series (or
parallel) RLC circuit, the rotating reflection coefficient method
forces the reactance at the resonance frequency to be zero using
the port extension (i.e., shifting the reference plane) [6]. This
method can enhance accuracy; but it is valid only near the
resonance frequency. UWB Wheeler cap method can measure
the radiation efficiency in a wide frequency region by using
a large conducting cap [7]–[9]. This method assumes that the
radiating power of the AUT can be represented as an infinite
sum of radiation efficiency and when all the radiation en-
ergy is reflected by the cap without any loss. However, various
cavity modes occurring due to the large conducting cap degrade
measurement accuracy. A method using a sliding cavity was
proposed to solve the problem of accuracy degradation from the
cavity resonances in a wide frequency range by varying the cap
size [10], [11]. This method increases the measurement cost due
to the movable cavities and multiple number of measurements
(more than three measurements are needed). Detailed results
for the above methods have been summarized in [12].
In this paper, to apply the Wheeler cap method to complicat-

edly operating antennas in a wide frequency range, an equiv-
alent high-order circuit method is introduced and the radiation
efficiency is calculated from that circuit. The proposed method
shows superior results in wide frequency ranges while the con-
ventionalWheeler capmethod produces unreliable results. In ad-
dition, the high-order circuit including transformers is proposed
as a general circuit model that can be used to easily build an
equivalent circuit using a few lumped elements. Subsequently, a
simple scheme used to guess the lumped elements in the equiva-
lent circuit using a heuristic optimization algorithm such as a ge-
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Fig. 1. Concept of the improved Wheeler cap method.

netic algorithm (GA) is proposed. Finally, the proposed method
is confirmed by measuring the radiation efficiency of compli-
catedly operating antennas such as a CP microstrip antenna, a
UHF RFID tag antenna, and a triple-resonance microstrip an-
tenna. This paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we ex-
plain the concept of the proposed improvedWheeler capmethod
and the verification results. Section III describes how the lumped
element values in the equivalent circuit are estimated using the
heuristic optimization algorithm. Section IV presents the con-
clusions gathered from this research.

II. DESCRIPTION OF THE PROPOSED METHOD

A. Concept of the Improved Wheeler Cap Method

When an AUT has a complicated operating principle, it
usually has multiple radiating modes. These modes are tightly
linked, and the input resistance on those modes is highly de-
pendent on the loss mechanism of the AUT. In such cases, the
conventional Wheeler cap method often gives unreliable results
since the radiation efficiency is obtained by simply comparing
the variation of the input resistances without considering the
radiating modes.
We employ a high-order circuit model to properly represent

the characteristics of each radiating mode and to perform a more
accurate radiation efficiency measurement. If the equivalent cir-
cuit describes the AUT’s loss mechanism well, it can represent
the input impedances of AUT in free-space as well as with the
conducting cap by only changing the resistors’ values. The full
circuit modeling can be completed by finding both the loss re-
sistors and the radiation resistors. Then, the radiation efficiency
can be obtained

(2)

where is the current in the th mesh, is the number of
meshes, and and are the radiation and loss resistors

used in the circuit model, respectively. Fig. 1 shows the pro-
posed concept graphically. The proposed method has several
features as follows:
• It does not require one to know whether the loss mecha-
nism of the AUT operates as a series or a parallel circuit.

• It can be applied in a wide frequency range in which the
cavity resonance does not occur.

• It does not require a special conducting cap such as a
moving cavity.

• Radiation efficiency can be obtained from only two
impedance measurements as with the conventional
Wheeler cap method.

• Accuracy of radiation efficiency is dependent upon the
equivalent circuit for the AUT.

Thus, building an equivalent circuit to represent the loss
mechanism of the AUT is critical in the proposed method. The
radiation efficiency measurement of a probe-fed patch antenna
using a cascade parallel circuit model was explained in [13].
B. High-Order Circuit Including Transformers

It is well known that the complex impedance of an antenna
can be represented as a rational function, and that an equivalent
circuit model can be constructed from that function using net-
work theory [14], [15]. Recently, to find accurate coefficients
of the rational function, several methods such as Cauchy and
Vector fitting have been suggested [16], [17].
We use the high-order transformer circuit, as shown in Fig. 2,

to simply build the equivalent circuit model. The proposed
transformer circuit model consists of one series RLC circuit for
the input terminal, shown on the left side of Fig. 2, and several
series RLC circuits that are connected with the input circuit
by mutual coupling . The impedance of each RLC circuit is
defined as (3), and the total impedance of the equivalent circuit
is defined as (4)

(3)

(4)
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Fig. 2. The high-order transformer circuit.

Fig. 3. Radiation efficiency of a CP microstrip antenna.

The impedance on the input terminal describes the gradual
slope of the impedance curve, and the mutually connected cir-
cuits describe fluctuations on the impedance curve
at their resonance frequencies. The strength of the fluctuation
is determined by the amount of the mutual coupling , and
the number of required transformers is the same as that of the
resonances in the AUT. Thus, if the AUT has clean multiple
resonances, the proposed high-order transformer circuit can be
more easily and intuitively constructed with a small number of
lumped RLC elements than the rational function method. An
automated method for estimating lumped element values using
a heuristic optimization algorithm (such as a GA) will be ex-
plained in Section III.

C. Measurement Results

The conventional Wheeler cap method assumes that an AUT
operates as a simple RLC resonance circuit in the operating fre-
quency range. However, that method often shows unreliable ra-
diation efficiency when the AUT has a complicated operating
principle. Fig. 3 shows the measured results of a CP microstrip
antenna using the conventional Wheeler cap method. The an-
tenna has a patch size of 78 mm 81 mm and uses an FR-4

substrate with a thickness of 1.6
mm. A probe feed is located on the diagonal line of the patch
with a distance of 0.25 times the patch width from the center.

Fig. 4. The equivalent high-order transformer circuit model for a CPmicrostrip
antenna.

The bandwidth ( dB) ranges from 882 MHz to
926 MHz with dual resonances and has an axial ratio of about
3 dB in the operating frequency range. The rectangular cap of
10 cm 10 cm 5 cm is used to prohibit the generation of the
cavity mode in the measurement. The dashed and dashed-dotted
lines represent the radiation efficiency using the conventional
Wheeler cap method (comparing R or G), and the dotted line
represents the simulation results obtained from comparing the
gain and directivity usingHFSS [18]. The conventionalWheeler
cap method, both comparing resistance and conductance, does
not match with the simulation results (comparing R is an RMS
difference of 10.48% and comparing G is an RMS difference of
15.41%) in the operating frequency range. When the loss mech-
anism of the AUT is drastically changed from a series circuit to a
parallel circuit or vice versa (for example, at 880 MHz and 940
MHz in Fig. 3), the conventional Wheeler cap method shows
a null value in the radiation efficiency measurement since the
loss mechanism cannot be represented as a simple series or a
parallel RLC circuit. The moving cavity method (represented
with square marks on Fig. 3) also shows similar phenomena
in these frequency bands [10], [11], and it means that this null
value cannot be corrected by removing cavity resonances.
The proposed equivalent circuit model of the CP antenna with

lumped RLC values is shown in Fig. 4. The parenthetical values
are those that resulted when the antenna was shielded by the
cap, while the non-parenthetical values are the element values
in free-space. Antenna resistance decreases after the cap is in-
stalled, because the shielding of the antenna prevents far-field
radiation, which reduces the resistance. Therefore, the radiation
efficiency can be determined by the decreased ratio of the re-
sistance. Small changes in capacitances occur due to the para-
sitic capacitance between the cap and each part of the antenna.
The measured and circuit model impedances in free-space are
shown in Fig. 5(a), and the results with the cap are shown in
Fig. 5(b). Input impedances of the circuit both in the free-space
and in the cap match well with the measurement results. The
antenna efficiency is calculated using (2) from the built circuit,
and it is plotted in Fig. 3 with a solid line. The efficiencies of
the circuit model and the simulation show good agreement with
an RMS difference of 0.65%, while the conventional Wheeler
cap method provides RMS differences of 10.48% (comparing
R), and 15.41% (comparing G), respectively.
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Fig. 5. Input impedance using the high-order transformer circuit model and
measurement for CP microstrip antenna (a) in free-space and (b) with the cap.

III. FITTING THE CIRCUIT PARAMETERS USING GA

A. Setting the Initial Values

Heuristic optimization methods such as a GA and a PSO can
quickly find the optimum solution [19], [20]. However, these
methods may not produce good results when working in a large
searching space with initial values that are far away from the
optimum solution. Thus, we propose a method that can deter-
mine the proper initial values for a more efficient optimization
process and for reducing the searching space.
In the previous section, we mentioned that the RLC values

of the input terminal describe the gradual slope on the
total impedance with respect to frequency, and the other mu-
tually connected circuits describe the fluctuated
impedance on each resonance frequency. Thus, the circuit
parameters may be given by

(5)

(6)

(7)

where and are the start and end frequencies in the
measured frequency range, respectively. Small impedance fluc-
tuations at and are assumed to closely represent the

gradual slope of the impedance curve. Subsequently, and
can be found by solving (6) and (7), and is set to averaged
resistances at and . Next, the lumped element values
of the mutually connected series circuits are determined using
(8)–(10)

(8)

(9)

(10)

In (8)–(10), is the frequency where the fluctuation of the
measured input resistance peaks. is the imaginary value of
input terminal circuit using , and from (5)–(7).
Then, , and are lumped values of the mutually con-
nected th RLC circuit, and is the strength of mutual cou-
pling between the input terminal and the connected circuits. In
our case, we set to 50 , which is usually used as the char-
acteristic impedance in RF systems.
Fig. 6 shows the impedance at each step of the initial

value-setting procedure. Fig. 6(a) shows each resistance of
the mutually connected RLC circuits on the input terminal
after determining the mutual coefficients using (5)–(8). At
each resonance frequency, the mutual coupling coefficients
are determined; the peaks of on the input terminal
are equal to the measured data. Fig. 6(b) also represents each
resistance after determining using (9). Each resistance
slowly changes compared with the results in Fig. 6(a), since
the quality factors of each circuit are decreased by setting .
Fig. 6(c) describes each reactance of the mutually connected
circuit after setting to describe the fluctuation at each res-
onance frequency. Fig. 6(d) shows the total input impedance
of the high-order transformer circuit, which includes the input
terminal impedance using (5)–(10). The total input impedance
is quite similar to the measured data, and it shows that the
proposed procedure could effectively reduce the searching
space.
We then apply a GA to find optimal values of lumped ele-

ments in the circuit model, and the flow diagram of the proposed
method using the GA is shown in Fig. 7. The searching space of
the GA is determined from the initial values using (5)–(10), and
the lumped RLC values are obtained within the searching space.
Total impedance of the circuit is calculated and compared
with the measured data, and that circuit is evaluated by the cost
function as follows:

(11)

where is the measured frequency points. The cost function
is defined as the difference between the measured
and circuit modeled impedances . As the cost value
decreases, the resulting RLC values approach the optimum
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Fig. 6. The impedance for the procedure of determining the initial value.
(a) Resistance of each transformer after determining initial M. (b) Resistance
of each transformer after initial inductance. (c) Reactance of each transformer
after determining initial capacitances. (d) Total input impedance after deter-
mining initial values.

solution. During the iteration of this procedure, the transformer
circuit model could be fitted more accurately to the measured
impedance in free-space. The same procedure is applied to
obtain the lumped RLC values for the measured impedance
in the cap. Finally, the antenna radiation efficiency can be

Fig. 7. The flow diagram of the proposed modified Wheeler cap method using
a GA.

obtained from the power dissipation ratio of each resistance
after separating the radiating and loss resistances using the
proposed Wheeler cap method. Thus, the proposed method
based on GA using initial value setting procedure should meet
two conditions; First, AUT should have clean resonances which
can be represented by the high order transformer circuit model.
Second, the measurement should be performed below the cavity
resonance frequency since it cannot be easily represented using
the equivalent circuit model.

B. Measurement Results Using GA

We finally apply the GA process in conjunction with the ini-
tial value estimating method to the radiation efficiency mea-
surement for an RFID tag antenna. The passive tag antenna

in [21] is used, and that antenna operates at 914
MHz. The same rectangular cap of 10 cm 10 cm 5 cm is also
applied. Generally, inaccurate measurement results are expected
with the conventionalWheeler capmethod, since the passive tag
antennas are designed for matching to the tag chip’s conjugate
impedance instead of a 50 characteristic impedance. In the
high-order circuit, one transformer is introduced since the mea-
sured data have one large fluctuation in the input impedance.
The optimized input impedance using the GA with the high-
order transformer circuit is shown in Fig. 8(a). The impedances
from measurement and the equivalent circuit are represented by
the solid and dashed lines, and they show good agreement with
an RMS difference of 2.3 for the input resistance and 30.5
for the input reactance, respectively. The lumped RLC values of
the circuit are summarized in Table I. Both the impedance from
the measurement and the high-order circuit for the shielded tag
antenna with the cap are represented in Fig. 8(b). The lumped
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TABLE I
THE LUMPED RLC VALUES OF THE OPTIMIZED CIRCUIT MODEL (USING ONE TRANSFORMER) FOR THE RFID TAG ANTENNA

Fig. 8. Input impedance using the high-order transformer circuit model and
measurement for RFID tag antenna (a) in free-space and (b) with the cap.

RLC values in the cap are also summarized in Table I. As ex-
pected, the values of the inductor and mutual coupling coeffi-
cient are not changed, although the AUT is shielded by the con-
ducting cap. However, the values of the capacitor are slightly
changed due to the parasitic capacitance between the AUT and
the cap.
Next, we separate each resistance in the free-space circuit

model into radiating and loss resistances using the shielded
circuit model. The antenna’s efficiency is calculated based on
the power consumption ratio of each separated resistance, and
the result is plotted in Fig. 9 with the solid line. The simulated
radiation efficiency is determined using the EM simulator;
results using the conventional Wheeler cap and moving cavity
methods are also plotted in the same figure as dotted, dashed
(comparing R), dashed-dotted line (comparing G), and square
marks (moving cavity). The results clearly show that the pro-
posed improved Wheeler cap method with the GA process

Fig. 9. Efficiency of RFID tag antenna.

Fig. 10. of the triple-resonance microstrip antenna.

shows more accurate result with an RMS difference of 1.71%
compared to the conventional Wheeler cap and moving cavity
methods with RMS differences 12.83% (comparing R), 37.59%
(comparing G), and 2.95% (moving cavity), respectively.
Finally, we apply the improved Wheeler cap method using

the GA for the triple-resonance microstrip antenna. The an-
tenna has a patch size of 60 mm 50 mm, and it is printed on
a FR-4 substrate with thickness
of 1.6 mm. A probe feed is located at the same position as the
CP patch in Section II, and the same cap also used. The mea-
sured of the microstrip antenna is shown in Fig. 10, and it
shows triple resonances at approximately 1.2 GHz, 1.45 GHz,
and 1.9 GHz. The three transformers are employed to model the
triple resonances of the antenna, and the optimized RLC values
in free-space and in the cap are listed in Table II. Fig. 11(a)
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TABLE II
THE LUMPED RLC VALUES OF THE OPTIMIZED CIRCUIT MODEL (USING THREE TRANSFORMERS) FOR THE TRIPLE RESONANCES MICROSTRIP ANTENNA

Fig. 11. Input impedance using the high-order transformer circuit model and
measurement for the triple resonance microstrip antenna (a) in free-space and
(b) with the cap.

shows the measured input impedance (solid line) and the com-
puted one using the GA (dashed line) when the antenna is in
free-space. The results of the input impedance with the cap are
also shown in Fig. 11(b). Both the impedances in free-space and
with the cap closely resemble the measurement results. The ra-
diation efficiency using the proposed method and the conven-
tional Wheeler cap method are shown in Fig. 12. The results

Fig. 12. Efficiency of the triple-resonance microstrip antenna.

using the conventionalWheeler capmethod are represented by a
dashed (comparing R) and a dashed-dotted line (comparing G).
The solid line represents the radiation efficiency of the proposed
method using the GA, and the dotted line shows the simula-
tion result using the EM simulator [16]. The radiation efficiency
of the improved Wheeler cap method using the GA shows an
RMS difference of 2.45% with that of the simulation while the
conventional Wheeler cap exhibits RMS differences of 11.28%
(comparing R), and 19.76% (comparing G), respectively.
We investigate how the accuracy of efficiency measurement

depends on the accuracy of the equivalent circuit. The difference
between the circuit impedance and the measurement is com-
pared to the error of the efficiency measurement by calculating
a correlation value. A high correlation of 0.9 is observed for the
example of the RFID tag antenna in Fig. 9. This indicates that
the accuracy of the proposed method is dependent on the equiv-
alent circuit for the AUT.
We also perform a type-A uncertainty evaluation for the pro-

posed method by conducting 20-times repeated measurements.
The result shows an uncertainty value of 2.8% with 95% confi-
dence level, which is slightly higher than the value presented in
[4]. More detailed uncertainty can be achieved by performing a
type-B uncertainty evaluation, which separately analyzes each
uncertainty factor expected in the measurement procedure [23].
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IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed an improved Wheeler cap method
based on a high-order transformer circuit for obtaining accu-
rate radiation efficiency of small antennas. To confirm the pro-
posed method, we apply the method to a CP microstrip an-
tenna. The resulting radiation efficiency showed good agree-
ment with the simulated one in a wide frequency range (within
RMS difference of 2.45%), while the conventional Wheeler cap
method produces unreliable results (RMS difference is 10.48%
to 37.59%), especially for frequencies where the loss mecha-
nism drastically changed from a series circuit to a parallel circuit
or vice versa. Since the accuracy of the proposed method is de-
pendent upon that of the built circuit model, the circuit values
were obtained automatically using a heuristic optimization al-
gorithm. To effectively reduce the searching space in the op-
timization, a scheme for determining an initial value was also
provided. Finally, the radiation efficiencies of complicatedly
operating antennas such as an UHF RFID tag and a patch an-
tenna with triple resonances were measured and compared with
that using the conventional Wheeler cap method. The results in
all cases clearly showed that the proposed method can achieve
better results than the conventional Wheeler cap method.
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